ISOC SW Update

• Schedule update
  – GRT4 – slipped to late Nov
    • plan now is no involvement of ISOC – welcome change (too close to GRT3)
  – GRT3
    • 9 Nov – ISOC coding done, testing begins
    • 14 Nov – L0 science data files to PSS
    • 16 Nov – ISOC SW Release 1.2

• L0 → L1
  – Input side (L0 received from MOC) – dev I/P
    • new sci data format (LSF) handling code has been released by JJ
    • Online group working to incorporate LSF into LDF lib
    • ISOC (BL) working on code to unpack CCSDS into LSF
  – Output side (L1 to send to GSSC) – plan
    • Bryson to get agreement with Tom S on L1 form we’ll use for GRT3
    • could use help to bring FT1 up to L1 product

• Trending
  – Parameter group cloning implemented, being released

• Offers out for two ISOC SW Devs (hopefully they’ll accept & start by late Oct)
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